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Mobile police system has a high demand of security , because of its data 
sensitivity and its wireless broadcast features and its complexity of network . It needs 
a complete set of the hardware equipments to provide security . So , the overall 
construction costs of traditional system is higher , and penetration is limited . The 
units construct system for its business and management scope which don’t have  
standard direction ,. the systems ware developed to be information island . When the 
other units have similar wireless needs in the process of business expansion , the 
existing resource is difficult to reuse . Because of wireless access constructions are 
non-standard and not unified , it causes multi-access and multi-management 
condition . The application of data can not guarantee the security and consistency , 
affect the overall public security organs’s mobile informational and management 
improvement . 
This article researches the status and the relevant design of internal mobile police 
system . Base on this condition , we propose a wireless access data integrate 
architecture solution , which used in the public security area , safety and managed 
easily . The base on SOA framework solution will improve wireless business 
extensibility , and reduce the resources invested . It defines a standard unified 
interface to enhance data access security and manageability , makes the control of  
data changes to be easier . It supports the various firms expansion and adapts to 
business changing requirements .  
This describes the implementation of the Mobile Police platform based on SOA 
model design . The sensitive data or services can be extended to movement which is 
integrated and reused on the platform . We design test plan for the functional testing , 
and discuss the business applications of platform . At last , Describing the case results 
of access mobile platform besed on SOA , analysing and looking forward the 
problems and future development trends .  
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